Portable Hammock Double Parachute Nylon Camping Hanging
Bed Launched
GoPoint, a Montrose, Colorado travelling gear company, launched a new double
hammock made of durable parachute fabric. The GoPoint double hammock can
support over 400 pounds and comes with two free tree straps, making it ideal for both
outdoors and indoors use.
GoPoint, a Montrose, Colorado travelling gear company, launched a new double hammock made of
durable parachute fabric. The GoPoint double hammock can support over 400 pounds and comes
with two free tree straps, making it ideal for both outdoors and indoors use.Montrose, United States April 20, 2017 /PressCable/ -GoPoint, a Montrose, Colorado company, announced a new portable double hammock made of
quality parachute nylon and equipped with heavy-duty tree straps.
More
information
can
be
found
at
http://gopoint.us/product/gopoint-double-parachute-hammock-durable-210t-nylon-portable-ultralighthammock-with-2-tree-straps.
Sleeping in a hammock is growing in popularity, as many believe that it offers certain benefits over
the traditional bed. From alleviating back problems to providing a deeper sleep, hammocks are
growing in popularity all over the world, with many users having them installed in their own
bedrooms.
Their primary use, however, has been to provide a relatively safe sleep during traveling, as they can
be easily hung between two trees, keeping the user safe above the potentially dangerous insects on
the ground.
Regardless of use, high-quality hammocks are essential for the user's safety and comfort. Poorly
manufactured hammocks can easily tear under pressure, thereby causing potentially serious
injuries.
GoPoint is a newly launched traveling equipment company. It has announced its first product, a
durable nylon double hammock made of high-quality parachute fabric.
The GoPoint double hammock has been designed for increased resistance, using only high-quality
materials. 210t nylon parachute fabric, the main material used for the GoPoint hammock, ensures
that the product can support more than 400 pounds of weight, making it ideal both for traveling
couples and for single use. Each hammock is triple-stitched for increased durability.
Each GoPoint double hammock comes with two tree straps which can be used to suspend the
hammock between two trees. Though the hammock has been primarily designed for outdoors use, it
can be easily adapted as an indoors sleeping solution.
To avoid the risks of damaging the tree straps, GoPoint hammocks come with special smooth-edged
aluminum carabiners. View more specifics about this hammock on the product detail page.
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B01MUTAY0J
GoPoint is dedicated to providing high-quality traveling products for ultimate customer satisfaction.
All feedback will go towards future improvements, and unsatisfied customers will receive a full
refund.
Sye Rodriguez, the owner of the company, has also announced that the company plans to
manufacture future updated versions of the GoPoint hammock.
The hammock can currently be purchased at a 20% discount available through the company's
official page. https://gopoint.convertri.com/gopointnylonhammockp...
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Interested parties can find more information by visiting the above-mentioned website.
Contact Info:Name: SyeOrganization: GopointAddress: 748 Cedar Creek Ave, # D204, Montrose,
Colorado 81401, United StatesFor more information, please visit http://gopoint.usSource:
PressCableRelease ID: 188235
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For more information visit http:// (http://)
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